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(54) ELECTRODE STRUCTURE FOR VACUUM CIRCUIT BREAKER

(57) Contact plate 11 and Contact base for generat-
ing axial magnetic field 12 are made of copper-based
alloy such as copper-chromium alloy for example. On the
periphery of contact base for generating axial magnetic

field 12, Outer circumferential section film 17 is provided.
Outer circumferential section film 17 is formed by plasma
irradiation of chromium that is a arcing part having a melt-
ing point higher than the melting point of contact plate 11.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an electrode
structure for vacuum circuit breaker that makes arc dis-
tribute almost evenly on the surface of a contact plate by
exposure to a axial magnetic field.

Background Art

[0002] For use in a vacuum circuit breaker such that
the arc occurred between the breaker’s confronting elec-
trode pair is extinguished in vacuum by opening the
paired electrodes maintaining the degree of vacuum of
the breaker’s vacuum chamber, an electrode structure
having an improved interrupting capability has been
known. Such electrode structure improves the interrupt-
ing properties of the circuit breaker by making the arc
distribute almost evenly on the surface of a pair of contact
plates by a axial magnetic field generated in the axial
direction of the electrodes.
[0003] As described for example in JP 2003-86068 A1
(Patent literature 1), an electrode structure has been
known, which has: a cylindrical contact base that has a
plurality of inclined slits formed thereon with a slant with
respect to the axis of the contact base; and a contact
plate having a plurality of circular slits that extend inward-
ly from the periphery thereof so that the slits continue to
the inclined slits, the contact plate being provided on one
end surface of the cylindrical contact base.
[0004]  In vacuum circuit breakers that employ such
type of electrode structure, arc appears between contact
plates when the boards are opened on the current inter-
rupting action; the current is however once cut at the time
of the current-zero point. Thereafter, the recovery voltage
is impressed between the contact plates. Under this sit-
uation, the current interrupting successfully completes
provided that the dielectric strength across the contact
plates is greater than the recovery voltage.
[0005] If, however, an operation intends interrupting of
a current in excess of the interrupting limit of the circuit
breaker in operation, the surfaces of the contact plates
would have local-melt lowering dielectric strength be-
tween electrodes with a breakdown across contact plates
due to the recovery voltage. To improve the current in-
terrupting performance therefore, it is useful to use a
hard-to-melt material for the contact plate besides use
of a axial magnetic field, as stated above, for a uniform
arc distribution.
[0006] At the same time, the contact plate is required
to provide high-conductivity to assure current carrying
performance. To satisfy this requirement, copper-based
alloy such as copper-chromium alloy for example is used.
The use of copper-chromium alloy, a combination of cop-
per and chromium the melting point of which is higher
than that of copper, makes the melting point of the contact
plate be higher than that of copper alone, and thereby

melting becomes hard to occur.
[0007] However, the conventional electrode structure
for vacuum circuit breaker sated above is able to prevent
the local-melt on the contact plates by stabilizing the arc
and uniformizing the arc distribution applying a axial mag-
netic field. On the contrary, a study on results of an arc
observation during an interrupting test performed on an
electrode structure for vacuum circuit breaker and a suc-
cessive disassembling investigation into the tested elec-
trode revealed newly that an interrupting failure caused
by a breakdown occurred on the periphery of the contact
base arranged behind the contact plate has lowered the
interrupting performance.
[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide
an electrode structure for vacuum circuit breaker that pre-
vents breakdown occurring on the periphery of a contact
base arranged behind a contact plate with more improved
interruption performance.

Disclosure of Invention

[0009] To attain above-stated object, the present in-
vention provides an electrode structure for vacuum circuit
breaker having: a contact plate that works as an arcing
part; a contact base for generating a axial magnetic field
provided behind the contact plate for applying the axial
magnetic field to the arc occurred on the contact plate
and an outer circumferential section film of a arcing part
having a melting point higher than that of the contact
plate is provided on the periphery of the contact base for
generating axial magnetic field and is provided at least
on the contact plate side thereof.
[0010] The outer circumferential section film is prefer-
ably a layer formed from the contact plate side to the
axial-middle part of the contact base for generating axial
magnetic field.
[0011] The outer circumferential section film is prefer-
ably a layer of chromium or tungsten formed by plasma
irradiation.

Effect of Invention

[0012] In the electrode structure for vacuum circuit
breaker by the present invention, the arc ignited on the
outer circumferential section film cannot stably exist as
such arc needs high arcing voltage, because the outer
circumferential section film of a material having a melting
point higher than that of the contact plate is provided on
the periphery of the contact base. Therefore, the arc is
confined within the confronting area between the contact
plates with discharging on the periphery of the contact
base prevented. Consequently, the interruption perform-
ance can be improved by the stable the axial magnetic
field that the contact.
[0013] In addition to the above, the electrode structure
of the present invention maintains the conductive prop-
erty of the contact base at a level good enough as before
and therefore a stable axial magnetic field can be gen-
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erated. This is brought about by the feature as follows.
The electrode structure does not adopt any change in
the constituent material in the contact base, but employs
an outer circumferential section film having a higher melt-
ing point than that of the contact plate on the periphery
of the contact base.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0014] Fig. 1 is a side view of an electrode structure
for vacuum circuit breaker in an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0015] Fig. 2 is a plan view of the electrode structure
for vacuum circuit breaker illustrated in Fig. 1.
[0016] Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a principal part of a
vacuum circuit breaker that employs the electrode struc-
ture for vacuum circuit breaker illustrated in Fig. 1.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[Embodiment 1]

[0017] The following provides an explanation of an em-
bodiment of an electrode structure for vacuum circuit
breaker by the present invention referring to drawings.
The principal part of the vacuum circuit breaker that em-
ploys the electrode structure for vacuum circuit breaker
in the embodiment by the present invention is illustrated
in Fig. 3. Both ends of an insulating cylinder 1 are her-
metically sealed with end plates 2 and 3 to form a vacuum
container 4. In the vacuum container 4, a couple of elec-
trodes, a fixed-side electrode 5 and a moving-side elec-
trode 6, are arranged confronting each other.
[0018] The fixed-side electrode 5 is secured to the end
plate 2 through a fixed-side rod 7 while the moving-side
electrode 6 is secured to a moving-side rod 9. The mov-
ing-side rod 9 is a rod movable in its axial direction main-
taining the vacuum of the vacuum container 4 helped by
a bellows 8.
[0019]  The moving-side rod 9 is linked to an operating
mechanism (not illustrated), which manipulates the mov-
ing-side electrode 6 to cause switching movement of the
electrode. On the periphery of both the electrodes 5 and
6, a shield 10 is fixed that protects inner surface of the
insulating cylinder 1.
[0020] The moving-side electrode 6 stated above is
illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 in an enlarged manner. The
moving-side electrode 6 having a structure similar to that
of the fixed-side electrode 5 includes: a plate shaped
contact plate 11 provided on the confronting side with
the fixed-side electrode 5; a contact base for generating
a axial magnetic field 12 of approximately cylindrical
shape fixed behind the contact plate 11; and an adapter
13 provided behind the contact base 12. To the adapter
13, the moving-side rod 9 is connected.
[0021] On the contact plate 11, a plurality of circum-
ferential slits 14, which extend roughly toward the center
of the contact plate 11 from the periphery of the same,

are provided at an approximately equal interval. On the
contact base 12, a plurality of a slant slit 15 and a plurality
of a slant slit 16 are formed at an oblique angle with re-
spect to the axial line of the contact base 12.
[0022] The slant slit 15 is formed so that one end there-
of will continue to the circumferential slits 14 on the con-
tact plate 11 and so that the other end thereof will reach
the mid part of the contact base 12 in the axial direction
thereof. The slant slit 16 is formed so that one end thereof
will reach the adapter 13 and so that the other end thereof
will reach the mid part of the contact base 12 in the axial
direction thereof.
[0023] The contact plate 11 and the contact 12 stated
above are made of copper-based alloy such as copper-
chromium alloy for example. On the periphery of the con-
tact base 12, an outer circumferential section film 17 is
provided. The outer circumferential section film 17 is
made of an arcing part having a melting point higher than
that of the contact plate 11 such as chromium (Cr) and
tungsten (W) for example.
[0024] The outer circumferential section film 17 is pro-
vided on the outer surface of the contact base 12 in a
form of a layer having a thickness of about 100 Pm pro-
duced by plasma irradiation of chromium or similar ma-
terial. Naturally, the forming of the outer circumferential
section film 17 is devised so as not to cancel the axial
magnetic field generation by the slant slits 15 and 16.
The outer circumferential section film 17 may be formed
over axially whole of the contact base 12 or may be
formed from the contact plate 11 to the axially interme-
diate point on the contact base 12. In the later arrange-
ment, the limit of area for forming the outer circumferential
section film 17 may be determined experimentally ac-
cording to the phenomenon that will be described later.
[0025] As Fig. 2 illustrates, when the moving-side elec-
trode 6 is driven downward for interrupting movement by
the operating mechanism (not illustrated), the moving-
side electrode 6 separates from the fixed-side electrode
5 generating arc in between. On arcing, the axial mag-
netic field is generated by the current that flows in a coil-
shaped flow path formed by the slant slit 15 and the slant
slit 16 formed on the contact base 12, and by the circum-
ferential slit 14 formed on the contact plate 11. This axial
magnetic field makes the arc be distributed evenly be-
tween the contact plates 11. The arc extinguishes when
it experiences the time point of current-zero and then the
current ceases to flow under effects rendered by material
of the contact plate 11, the vacuum container 4 being
vacuum, etc.
[0026] A disassembling investigation conducted on
electrodes after interrupting tests. According to the tests,
their structure is conventional fashion, found evidence of
arc discharge on the periphery of the contact base 12
and trail of motion of cathode point. Further, an arc ob-
servation with a high-speed video camera revealed that
discharge was occurring on the periphery of the contact
base 12.
[0027] As stated above in contrast in the electrode
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structure in the embodiment of the present invention, the
electrode has the outer circumferential section film 17 on
the periphery of the contact base 12. Therefore, the arc
ignited on the outer circumferential section film 17 cannot
continue to exist stably since the arc on this portion re-
quires higher arcing voltage. As a consequence of this,
the arc is confined within the confronting area between
the contact plates 11 and accordingly discharging on the
periphery of the contact base 12 is prevented.
[0028] In addition to the above, the electrode structure
of the present invention maintains the conductive prop-
erty of the contact base 12 at a level good enough as
before without the conductive property lowered and
therefore a good axial magnetic field can be generated
with the current interrupting performance improved. This
is brought about by the feature as follows. The electrode
structure does not adopt any change in the constituent
material in the contact base 12, but employs an outer
circumferential section film 17 having a higher melting
point than that of the contact plate 11 on the periphery
of the contact base 12.
[0029] An electrode structure in another embodiment
of the present invention may employ contact late 11 with
circumferential slit 14 omitted or may employ contact
base for generating axial magnetic field 12 having anoth-
er style of structure for axial magnetic field generation
other than a cylindrical type. As for outer circumferential
section film 17, another arcing part, not only chromium
or tungsten, having a melting point higher than that of
the contact plate 11 may be applicable.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0030] The electrode structure for vacuum circuit
breaker by the present invention is applicable not only to
a vacuum circuit breaker having the structure illustrated
in Fig. 2 but also to a vacuum circuit breaker having other
structure than that.

Claims

1. An electrode structure for vacuum circuit breaker,
the electrode structure comprising:

a contact plate that works as an arcing part;
a contact base for generating a axial magnetic
field being provided behind the contact plate,
the contact base applying the axial magnetic
field to the arc occurred on the contact plate; and
an outer circumferential section film being pro-
vided on the periphery of the contact base and
being provided at least on the contact plate side
thereof,
wherein the outer circumferential section film is
made of high-resistance conductor material
having a melting point higher than the melting
point of the contact plate.

2. The electrode structure for vacuum circuit breaker
according to claim 1, wherein the outer circumferen-
tial section film is a layer formed from the contact
plate side to the axial-middle part on the periphery
of the contact base.

3. The electrode structure for vacuum circuit breaker
according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the outer
circumferential section film is a layer of chromium
formed by plasma irradiation.

4. The electrode structure for vacuum circuit breaker
according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the outer
circumferential section film is a layer of tungsten
formed by plasma irradiation.
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